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Foreword
David Pedley, Chairman ACCC 1977-1994

I

had the privilege in 1987 of writing The Foreword to Jim’s
admirable potted history of The Almondbury Casuals CC
in my capacity as the then Chairman. Since those days many
changes have occurred, including the Chairman himself, who
was moved on to the role of newly created President some 10
years ago.
It is from that exalted, if undeserved position, that I can see
how well the club has flourished and continues to flourish
under the current chairman and his wonderfully supportive
committee.
The fixture card has changed. Long-standing games against Thoresby Park, Follifoot and Ben
Rhydding are no more, but have been replaced by equally attractive fixtures. Playing members,
particularly younger ones, have increased and I have to admit that since ‘our day’ the standard
of fielding has greatly improved. Indeed, the club these days often wins more matches than it
loses (what does Andy Shires think about that?).
Technology has finally arrived. I relish the e-mail that appears on my desk every Monday
morning, describing the weekend’s game in a typical casual way.
An Autumn Dinner Dance is now a permanent feature. The end-of-season President’s match
continues, commemorating Phillip Haigh, the club’s founder.
The Men’s Dinner, held these days at Woodsome rather than The Borough Club, remains
high on the list of those dinners which one must attend, if possible. On the night, the previous
campaign’s batting and bowling averages are available, illustrating, often humourously, the
exploits of the players. Even a guest speaker appears from time to time.
All in all, the club is in very good heart with, most importantly, the ethos remaining unchanged.
Phillip would rejoice to see that the same enthusiasm and spirit of fun and enjoyment prevails
today, as ever before - long may it continue.

I

t is indeed a privilege to be the President of a club perpetuating such good fellowship.
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Introduction

T

he primary purpose of this booklet is to record the progress of Almondbury Casuals
Cricket Club between 1988 and 2005, complementing the previous Casuals book
“Cricket in Perspective (A Potted History of ACCC)” compiled by “OTHERS and Jim
Netherwood” in 1987. A formal history it is not.
Memorable fixtures, grounds, incidents, players and their achievements, social events and
supporters emerge from the raw information of reminiscence, cricket statistics, match reports
and committee minutes. These stories paint an entertaining cultural picture of the club; the
secondary purpose of the booklet.
The book follows a plan. It begins with statistics (hard evidence), continues with match
reports (written within a week of the fixture, we hope), committee minutes (written within
six months of the meeting at best) and finishes with snapshots of individuals and their misfortunes. Along the way there are reminiscences of tours and tourists, glimpses of the social
calendar and The Ladies, the vagaries of coaching and assorted anecdotes on grounds and
opposition.
Quotations are not evidence, but they can briefly capture some substance:
‘ . . . from humble beginning was born a cricket club which over the next 37 years has by
dint of honest endeavour advanced not a bit, but remains the glorious shambles it is today . .
. a team has turned out regularly on every Sunday made up of essentially modest players who
have a lot to be modest about.’
Jim Netherwood ‘Cricket in Perspective’ 1987
‘The fielder at fine leg, third man, long off and long on, which was all the same to him,
engaged a passer-by in conversation as he strolled along the boundary edge with his two
boys, neither yet the size of a cricket bat. “Who’s playing?” “Jesters and The Casuals.”
“Which are you?” “Casuals.” “Where are you from?” “Upperthong, Honley, Netherthong,
Holmfirth, that sort of area. We’re a refuse of hopeless cricketers.” He’d intended to describe
the club’s mission as a refuge, but the new and unusual collective noun seemed somehow to
fit.’
Jesters (2003)
‘One of many homeless cricket teams; a wandering collection of the unfit and the overweight, the good and the not so good, and the ugly.’
Stainborough (2003)
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Casualdaze
Tim Beaumont, Chairman ACCC 1994 - 2000

W

hen I moved to the Holme Valley in March 1972 I expected
to return to Knaresborough to play cricket with my beloved
Druids. However, a family friend and Casual, Nick Walker, asked me
to accompany him to his cricket club dinner
After returning home to change, Nick, an accomplished wicket
keeper (he advised) took me to either the Huddersfield Club or the
Conservative Club. It didn’t matter because, strike me with Burgess
Burger, the company was just what I had left behind with the Druids.
Chaps were discussing the scores they would have made but for the
myopic incompetence of the Casual’s umpire or their Captain’s decision to persist with that
batting order. More wickets would have been taken if the fielders and umpires had paid attention to the game etc.
I first met the Casuals on the Spring tour to Helmsley in ‘68 or ‘69. The Druids and the Casuals
had both decided to make the Feathers their base. The Druids toured men only, the Casuals
otherwise, at least on that occasion. The story of the tour to Germany has yet to be released
under the Official Secrets Act. There are still Casuals who know the truth. I’ll not break ranks
over the Feathers affair.
The input from Casuals members makes the club what it is. And every one does their bit.
During my time as chairman, I was fortunate (?) to have Treasurers, Richard Ellis and Marcus
Longbottom, who could count, and Fixture Secs., Jack Wade and Rupert Wilson, without
whom there would be no cricket. As Secretary, Greg Smith had wonderful recall, writing his
minutes 6 months after the event.
Frequently an unfashionable Casuals XI out-performs teams with apparent greater individual
talent and we do have a party mentality. The Dinner, the end-of-season do, the Helmsley weekend, the Autumn Dinner Dance and, for those lucky enough to be invited, the Tusmore Tours
- we did not have much to do except enjoy.
The Italian Job in 1997 was partying on a different scale. Marquee, band and out door catering.
Over 100 revelled into the small hours, with the Italians loaded onto their coach much after
their scheduled departure time.
We need the help and support of other cricket clubs and after many seasons, changes to
leagues, the introduction of more cup cricket it’s difficult to maintain a permanent link. That
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we have such a good relationship with Thongsbridge is a great help but we are indebted to the
efforts of the fixture secretary and match captains to ensure a ground is available on the day.
Two thoughts for you to ponder. Where is our successor to Roy Saunders? He was “a man who
couldn’t walk down the nave of an abbey without wondering if it took spin.” Why, when Nick
Walker donated his wicket keeper gloves to the club, was he never asked to ply again?

T

hanks to my President for his support and to all the Casuals I have met during 34 years of
summer sunshine.

Greg Smith Chairman ACCC
April 2000 -

I

remember the telephone call from the President very well, ‘Greg,
its David. Tim has told me that he intends to resign from being
Chairman. We’ve had a chat about it and can’t think of anyone else
daft enough to do it, so will you take it on?’ How can you refuse
such an invitation. To be honest I was thrilled. The Casuals is a
wonderful club and its been an honour to follow in the footsteps of
our past illustrious Chairmen.
The role is not very difficult, particularly when the committee
do all the work - fixtures, finance, social calendar, meetings. The
President gives lots of support and guidance, so its not surprising
I’ve got away with it for the last 6 years.
Guy Overton, Chairman from 1961-1964, described the Casuals ethos perfectly, ‘to provide
cricket for those who love to play, whilst not necessarily being very good.’ I’m pleased to say,
some 45 years later, we still live that culture, gaining many new members along the way who
do too.

A

s Chairman, my objectives are: enjoy cricket, respect our opponents and honour the traditions of a great club. Long may Almondbury Casuals thrive.
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A Statistical Dribble Through
Eighteen Glorious Years
Bill Crossland - Hon Sec

T

he statistician’s lot is not a happy one, excepting the sure and
certain knowledge that when asked to compile a summary
of the last 18 years, the editor will be hoping for a minimalist
approach. Little does he appreciate the atavistic urge to research
the arcane detail of the Casuals performances that light up the
barren winter evenings for the lonely soul entrusted with the
keeping of the records.
Casuals statistics, and indeed the scorebooks, have never been
the raison d’etre for most players (though there may have been
one or two exceptions). The occasional annotated comment against a players performance by
the match Captain, frustrated or delighted in equal part, brightens the serried ranks of figures
faithfully recorded using either a three year old’s blunt 6B pencil or real ink from a gold fountain pen in a downpour. What then can be teased from these weighty tomes that would amuse
or titivate the discerning reader (R Wilson)?
It would be nice to think that the modern game has been influenced by changes at Test and
One Day level, though anyone who has seen the Casuals field of late might struggle to draw
parallels. Gone are the days of the late 80’s when Andrew Hampshire would end the season
with a single figure bowling average – a figure in the teens is now the norm, though whether
this is due to ferocity of the modern batsman or the increasing age and infirmity of the Casuals
bowling attack is a moot point. Where once Messrs Priestley or Hampshire would bowl 20
overs each from one end, today, match Captains have to be far more canny in switching the
pain around between the groaning bowlers.
The batting averages also show an upward trend– Messrs Ward, Wilkinson, Cooper and Brown
have certainly upped the ante in recent times, but who can forget the golden year of ’93 when
three centuries (Cursin’ Kelly twice and Pete Hooson) where scored in the same season? There
can be little from any earlier era to compare with the stark ferocity of Bobby Londt and Nozzer
Brown against the Druids in 2004 (96 in the nine overs before the first wicket fell in an eventual total of 357) – except being on the receiving end of similar treatment from Caythorpe.
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Three batsmen (Rod Kelly,Will Ward and Paul Brown) have topped 500 runs in the season, and
three bowlers have topped 25 wickets (Roy Saunders twice and Andrew Hampshire).

Rod, Will and
Paul (Noz)

Spare a thought too for the workhorses – those that turn out more in hope than
expectation, wheel through a few overs, field in the most obscure corners,
twiddle the bat occasionally, abuse the Captain and stuff the teas – these are
the backbone who have given the Casuals their longevity. In the last 18 years,
7 players have turned out over 100 times for us, topped by the ever youthful
Marc Davis, close to a double ton for the only time in his career.
An honourable mention also for the author, 178 appearances, 1197 overs and
all of them embedded in the muscle memory.

The author - bowling
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Marc Davis

The all rounders and all round good egg prize for the last eighteen
years goes to our Chairman, who has twice topped the batting averages and thrice the bowling - life is full of suprises…!
In the 18 yrs, the Casuals have turned out 295 times, winning 107
times – a curiously similar figure to the preceding recorded history (1959 to 1987) - played 275, won 96. This average 35% win
rate may appear to be the Casuals level but it wobbles atrociously
depending on the year, weather, players and star sign – contrast
2003(16% wins) and 2004 (60% wins) – the Casuals Rollercoaster
rolls on!

Our Chairman

Statistically interesting though our biggest win/loss may be, much more excitement comes
from the two ties (both Wealdstone Corinthians), and the several games won or lost by one run,
often in situations where neither Fred Trueman or most of the players involved fully grasped
what was going on out there.
Eighteen Year Averages
Player

Post 1988

Pre 1988

295

275

Won
107
Lost
158
Drawn
5
Rain
23
Tie
2
No recorded result

96
151
8
11

Appearances
Played

Marc Davis
Bill Crossland
Greg Smith
John Burgess
Will Ward
Rupert Wilson
Peter Hooson
John Parry

190
178
159
144
131
121
119
100

Batting (Qualification – 1000 runs)
Player
Will Ward
Peter Hooson
Alan Priestley
Greg Smith
Mark Windale
Tim Beaumont
Tony Hirst
Marc Davis

Innings
125
110
63
135
69
77
80
144

Runs Not Out
3838
20
2463
13
1207
11
2024
24
1018
2
1075
3
1013
4
1213
48
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Average
36.6
25.4
23.2
18.2
15.2
14.5
13.3
12.6
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Bowling (Qualification - 100 wkts)
Player
Gary Smith
Roy Saunders
Rupert Wilson
Marc Davis
Bill Crossland

Overs
495
421
738
787
1198

Mdns
103
32
119
68
183

Runs
1496
1903
2672
3802
4816

Wkts
104
108
149
150
178

Average Economy
14.38
3.02
17.62
4.52
17.93
3.62
25.35
4.83
27.06
4.02

Most centuries: Will Ward – 4
Biggest Century: Bobby Londt – 158, Druids 2004
Most wickets in one innings – Rupert Wilson, 7 for 38, Huddersfield Police 1994; Andrew
Hampshire, 7 for 44, Dacre Banks, 1992
Duck Collectors: Biffa Burgess – 28; Marc Davis - 17; Bill Crossland – 15
Run Out Specialists: Rupert Wilson – 11; Greg Smith and Mark Windale – 9
Most visited away grounds - Yapham and Duncombe Park – 14
Most used Home Ground – Thongsbridge – 31
Most frequent opposition – Wealdstone - 27; Druids – 19
Biggest Win – The Retreat by 235 runs at Thongsbridge in 2002
Biggest Loss – Stainborough by 203 runs away in 1989

S

o can anything be read into the figures to indicate decline or regeneration? Only to confirm that if enough like minded individuals gather together in one place for long enough
on a Sunday afternoon, some other silly bugger will spend hours recording it then analysing
the results.

In June 1998 the Casuals were playing Wealdstone Corinthians on the Sunday of their
Yorkshire tour at Shepley. Rupert, having played against them the previous day, came along
to stand as umpire. As was his want, he perched at square leg on his shooting stick, panama
hat on his head and pipe going nicely, a man clearly content with his lot and at ease with the
world – but not for long! Burgess is called upon to bowl – a slow long hop is seized upon by
the batsman who smacks it violently to the leg side, the ball is like an exocet missile travelling
at the speed of sound 2 feet off the ground, unerringly it takes out Rupe’s shooting stick and
for a split second he is suspended in space before crashing to the ground. The players fall on
the grass convulsed with laughter and it takes 10 minutes before order is restored and the game
can continue.
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Match Reports
These began in 2002,well received by playing and non-playing members alike. Bill Crossland,
Greg Smith and Dave Walker have written most, supported by Stuart Larner and Rupert
Wilson. They record date, venue, result and principle performances along with those humorous
incidents the correspondent witnesses. A playing or umpiring writer is thus preferable. Space
cuts down the number that can be published in their entirety, and controversy will dog the
editorial choice. Low Bradfield, Elvaston and Cryptics are perhaps our most attractive fixtures
and bring the best out in the writers. Wealdstone was an unusual tied game. The writer experimented with Huddersfield RUFC and it won’t be to everybody’s taste. Whitley Bridge includes
two interesting additional short features. The rest of the reports remain a rich resource for use
in other articles (referred to by fixture and year).

Bradfield CC at Low Bradfield Monday May 3rd 2004
Captain: Richard Umbers
Correspondent: Bill Crossland
Bradfield: 153 all out off 40 overs
Bilson 36
Crossland 3 - 24 (6); Wilson 3 - 35 (10)

Casuals: 155 for 6 off 38.3 overs
Londt 64; Ward 45
Bilson 2 - 15 (5)

A new fixture, brilliant sunshine against the forecast, glorious
surroundings, and on a Monday as well. Bradfield village sits on
the edge of the moors, its cricket oval nestling in a natural bowl
between the pine-fringed Agden and Dam Flask reservoirs. The
river flowing past the ground is home to large numbers of ducks
and the ice cream man is a pleasing Bank Holiday diversion.
For the second week in a row the new look Casuals surprised
that hard core of support who give a toss. Out, changed and
practising before Bradfield put in an appearance, competitive
edge sharper than ever. Too keen for Rupert Wilson however,
who cut himself.
Then, when Greg Smith’s attempts at slip fielding practice
nearly decapitated the opening bowler, it was apparent that exhaustion was setting in before a
ball had been bowled.
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Bradfield batted first on a sloping slowish track. Unhurried and
wily, the senior Crossland took
full advantage of bowling uphill,
whilst Bobby Londt, a new recruit
from South Africa whizzed it downhill just a touch faster. Smith, fielding at second slip, proved the worth
of pre-match practice by pouching a
sitter, third attempt, to dismiss their
opener. Beal took a similar one at
Low Bradfield
mid-on and Ward, keeping wicket,
completed a trio of stunning catches
to give the senior pro 3 for not many within 6 overs. Then, ominous, with heavy bat, in came
Bradfield’s S. African pro.
First change loomed. Wilson took on the onerous uphill task and Crossland minor let loose
from the tennis court end. After spraying his usual series of wides, the radar started to glow and
the ominous one was persuaded to play on to his off stump. Wilson’s 10 overs uphill, despite
near fatal attacks of swine fever and avian flu, contained a cunning mix of difficult to read,
impossible to judge and rank full tosses, bringing him a deserved 3 for 35. It also featured a rare
Casuals achievement - a smart leg-side stumping by William Ward which finally despatched
Bradfield’s tenacious opener after he’d held their innings together for 23 overs.
Smith wrapped up Bradfield’s innings with a spell reminiscent of Caddick while he had his
back problem, leaving the Casuals with 153 to chase.
Whilst tea lived up to the excellent and fulsome surroundings, the Casuals opening partnership was neither as skip Richard Umbers and Crossland minor barely troubled the scorers,
joining the nearby abundance of ducks. Londt and Ward then turned the game back Casuals
way with a partnership of 80. When
Ward fell at 119 for 4, Bradfield
regained interest and the remaining 35 runs were a touch tricky
to accumulate. Steve Rotheray in
particular took time to judge the
pace of the wicket, eventually finding his timing in the post-match bar
celebrations. Andrew Sanderson, in
a fairy tale comeback to a ground
where he apparently gained a lot
of his early experience, showed he
Sandy, Greg, Bill, Umbers, Rupe
had
lost none of his touch with the
David Beal, Noz, Matt, Will . . . . . . . and Dunc tea
ladies.
His powerful 12 not out
bewildered? or looking for Bobby Londt?
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proved useful as well, sealing a heady victory with but 9 balls to spare.
Vowing to return, the weary team departed, each in his own direction, savouring the rare
pleasure of two wins out of two games. At this rate we can take our foot off the pedal in
early June.
Team: Umbers, Ward, Londt, Crossland B. Sanderson, Rothery, Beal, Cleave, Smith, Wilson,
Crossland B.
Umpires and spectators: Stier, Walker, Brown.

Elvaston at Elvaston 14 July 2002
Captain: Bill Crossland
Correspondent: Greg Smith
A wonderful summers day, idyllic surroundings, generous hosts and
a full side. Perfect! Well, it would have been, had it not been for the
motorway pile-up bringing the M1 to a grinding halt for 3 hours. The
timetable of events went something like this:
10.30am - Ring Bill and arrange to meet at the ground for a picnic
at 1.15.
11.30am - Depart Holme Valley in high spirits, shorts and factor
15.
12.30pm - Pauline (not at all distracted by my attempts to sing the high bit in ‘Hotel California’
along with The Eagles) spots a flashing sign above the motorway informing us ‘Motorway
closed at junction 26’. As we have just passed Junction 28 (on the way to Junction 25) we
decide to exit at Junction 27.
12.45pm - Bill rings on mobile to warn us that there is a queue of standing traffic just after
Junction 27 and that he, Angela and Rupert are in it! We try not to look smug - but fail.
1.15pm - We arrive at Elvaston Cricket Club having enjoyed a pleasant trip across country from
Junction 27, thanks to Pauline’s faultless map reading. A shady spot is chosen, chairs are set
out, chilled wine is opened and the picnic is commenced (I wonder how long they’ll be?).
1.30pm - Bill calls again. They haven’t moved a yard in 45 minutes and the ‘Umbersmobile’
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(a flash BMW 4x4) is a few cars behind them. Other Casuals cars have set out but have been
warned of the problem. I seek out Elvaston’s skipper and discuss the situation; they are happy
to delay the start until everyone arrives. We continue the picnic.
3.00pm - Several calls from a depressed Bill as we enjoy the ambience of the Elvaston ground
- I hear the sounds of a ‘stir-crazy’ Rupert in the background as Bill reports they have moved
the grand total of 200 yards in 2 hours. Fellow motorists have taken to playing football on the
hard shoulder, to be chastised by megaphone from a police helicopter! (You can always trust
the boys in blue to judge the public’s mood accurately). We’ve not heard from Dr. Dave Walker
and assume he is on his way.
3.10pm - David Bradley arrives. He hasn’t played for the Casuals for 5 years and isn’t the least
bit fazed by the chaos. Once . . . always a . . .
3.20pm - Jim Harris arrives, bringing with him Marc Davis, Rob Hunter and Burge. Knowing
they are late they hurry from the car - straight into the bar.
3.40pm - Bill calls. There are signs they may be moving soon and estimates arrival by 4.30pm.
For some reason, he gives us a commentary on Angela’s bladder. Unable to wait any longer
she has found herself a quiet spot. The police helicopter circles. The traffic starts to move. Bill
doesn’t, the balance of anxiety falling heavily in favour of Angela. He sinks low in his seat, 20
miles of traffic steaming in his wake. I seek out their skipper again. We will bat at 4.0pm in a
30 over match. The opposition show amazing understanding and good humour by honing their
already considerable talents in the nets.
4.0pm - Marc and myself stride slowly out. Their field includes three slips, a gulley and a short
leg. The bowler begins his run-up just short of the sight screen. Marc negotiates a maiden.
4.05pm - Bill and Richard arrive (owner of the ‘Umbersmobile’). Dave Walker doesn’t and
he’s got the scorebook. Bill, captain and painstaking pencil sharpener, looks away, his day well
on its way to being made.
4.06pm - Edging one to first slip, I join Bill and Richard in the pavilion. Bill is now overtly
manic-depressive and Richard on the point of exploding. James, his son, knows to keep his
distance and we follow suit.
4.12pm - Marc joins us in the pavilion, to be replaced by David. Richard boils, Bill eats the
remains of the picnic. Still no sign of the doctor.
4.30pm - David’s valiant innings comes to an end. Rob is joined by Richard and a semblance
of order follows. Richard plays his shots and Rob gains confidence. Heaven forbid, a stand
develops. Then, disaster! Richard given run-out going for a sharp second, and the umpire . .
. was Jim! The heat, the car journey, the blind umpire . . . Richard creates a Casuals record
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when he kicks his bat 20 yards.
The innings closes at 98 (Rob 44).
We field after tea. Without the missing doctor, David Bradley
agrees to keep wicket. Bill, suicidal with nothing to rub out,
appoints me skipper. He and Rob bowl a good opening spell
against talented youngsters who exude confidence and agility. Us senior players most envy their eyesight as they soon
spot the gaps where Dave Walker should have been. They
pass our total for the loss of one wicket, finishing with a
huge straight six off Burge. Despite the delay and the easy
victory, they agree to play us next year. A few beers and Jim
is forgiven. The journey home is uneventful.

Umbers - in a more chilled,
reflective moment

Is the doctor still going round in circles?

Wealdstone Corinthians at Paddock Saturday June 22nd 2002
Match Captain: Ken ‘does my belly look big in this shirt’ Jagger
Correspondent: Bill Crossland
Recent short tours of the London based Wealdstone club have featured
two games -Saturday and Sunday. The Saturday fixture, played at an
unCasual like hour to clear the ground in time for the afternoon league
games, can be awkward to get to on time. Today, Burgess was discovered in Netherton at 9:35am optimistically waiting for a bus, which
god and Kirklees may have got him to the ground for lunch. Andrew
Sanderson (this week’s ringer) was forced to divert to The Corner
Cafe in Holmfirth for a big greasy one to quell pre-match nerves and
Friday night’s excesses, whilst Jim Harris explored the outer reaches of
Crosland Moor before finally appearing for elevenses. All in all a wise
decision on Maximus Jagger’s part to bat.

Ken

Ward and Hirst were sent in to stop long enough to allow everyone else time to arrive. Geoff,
Wealdstones’ opening off-spinner, had not read this script, taking a return catch from Ward
first ball. Ward back in t’hutch for a Golden Duck and the Christians taking a battering.
Hirst defies a run of form that stretches back to 1976 by cracking a couple of boundaries in a
sparkling 21. His new partner, Pearson, not having played for 10 years, humbles the regulars
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with a masterly 43 and the Casuals are back in the arena.
Another new name, Nigel Taafe, puts in a brief cameo
appearance before the entry of Steve Mullaney, previous
performance a duck, a lot to prove - which he does with an
accomplished 40. In the allotted 28 overs, Casuals crack
134 valuable runs, the sun comes out and the lions are on
the back paws.
The Casuals field - time already looks tight to finish
so we press on. Horwell threatens with a powerful 39
before debutante Taafe takes the first of his two wickets.
Crossland bowls his usual tight opening spell, nipping
Jim Harris and Andrew
out their left-handed opener with a stunning in-swinger,
Sanderson
uprooting off peg (forgive the indulgence, no one else ever
gives me credit). Burgess is introduced into the attack, and
takes an over to get the hang of it - the sausage sandwich lies heavy - 10 runs flying off the bat.
Sanderson demonstrates why he is the ringer by dropping a clanger of a catch. Wealdstone are
well in advance of the run rate, but after Horwell falls, others make a start and fail to capitalise.
The increasingly pink Burge’s second over looks more like, Stratford bowled second ball and
the crowd (Chairman and Pauline) baying for blood. Taafe grabs another and the pressure rises,
but Matthews (19) and captain Naylor (15) steady the ship. 20 overs gone, 97 on the board.
Harris and Crossland are recalled to finish the job. Jagger, trousers at maximum extension, is
threatenly silly at mid off. Crossland leaks runs through some typical Casuals fielding. Harris
is tighter. Hirst takes a crucial catch to get rid of Matthews. 4 overs to go, 17 needed. Silly runs
are attempted and Cap’n Jagger pulls off a run out - even the Chairman sits up and takes notice,
having spent most of the morning writing his shopping list. 8 streaky runs off the next over, 4
from the penultimate. Final over, Wealdstone need 2 runs, Casuals a miracle. Crossland steps
up, nursing a boatload of injuries and not known for a cool head in a run chase crisis - Jagger
encourages in his laconic fashion. A leg bye is conceded - scores level. Fifth ball and Morley is
overcome by tension, setting off on a dash for the other end, only to find Naylor there. Jagger
calmly collects, returns to the bowler and the pressure notches up again. A single needed off
the last - Crossland vainly searches for a plan - he finally realises Naylor has scored all his
runs on the leg side and unleashes the Casuals favourite - the off stick grubber, rewarded by a
cartwheeling stump and a tie.
Both sides are stunned - Jagger is congratulated on getting the best out of his team. ‘Well the
rest o’t team know they can’t depend on’t skipper, they all know they’ve to try a bit harder.’
Later in the press conference he’s complimented on the last run out, ‘Aye, I’ve never been
involved in a better one . . . except wi’t bat.’
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Huddersfield RUFC at Thongsbridge July 27th 2003
Captain: no record - was there one ? maybe that’s why we lost
Correspondent: Dave Walker (apologies to Roddy Doyle)
Casuals: 245 for 7
RUFC: 250 for 6
This should have been a win. Casuals had a big total. Oliver Platt unbeated on 142. The story
of the game was Tim Taylor who, after a cautious start, hammered 157 (11 6’s and 15 4’s), getting the rugby club near enough before Workman hit the winning runs. He waited until the last
10 or so overs to accelerate which coincided with your correspondent’s second bowling spell.
The home team dressing room was a hive of despondency after the game.
Last Sunday night down the bridge. Atmosphere as grey and as flaky as a sight screen in need
of a coat of whitewash. We lost it for lack of care, only ourselves to blame. I started it in the
23rd over, poorly directed and short, trying too hard, not relaxing, not looking where I wanted
to pitch it, banging it in like a novice. And him stood outside leg stump. Respectful in my first
two, only went for one apiece. He was a cautious opener until my second two.
And then everyone was at it, long hops, full tosses, always down leg, and him a left-hander,
swinging away for fun, six after six, dumping our rubbish in the river. Greg said it was the
boredom after a while, the stop-start of fishing it out of the drink. We were going to win anyway, too much on the board and them so slow and cautious, like in my first two. And him out
in the dying overs, surely they’ll not get them now. And we’re rushing, fielders not in position,
wasting runs for not being careful, losing the plot. Not like they’d been, the openers, cautious,
waiting, then six and ten and fourteen an over. He was a cool one, to wait so long before having a go.
A four off the last ball and they’d won. The rugby club and good lads, keeping the bottles and
the cans going, and the craic. Big lads, there for a laugh and getting it. Didn’t matter, it was the
rugby club, only played once a year, decent hand-to-eye but not the cricket. They never won
and we’d too many on the board. Give ‘em a chance. And it didn’t matter, except for the gloom
afterwards. We’d lost it for lack of care. We’d only ourselves to blame.
Marc said he’d only three players the week before, but we’d plenty on the day and one for
them. Enough for the rugby club. Ollie wondered if he’d been dropped. It happens. They were
short and fielded, perhaps he’d not arrived. But he had, and opened the bowling. Dug it in and
got nowhere. First wicket down at 92. We’d two helmets, the Cooper boys. Low scores from
them. Duncan hit a six that promised fifty. Then a simple return catch. David Beal an unlikely
LBW for 18. Rupert 14 (bowled Spike). Greg a chipper 8. And on and on went Ollie, not out
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142. Total 245 for 7, enough. Let’s have a good tea.
They were cautious, him and their helmet, a Yorkshire prospect who’d taken three of our
wickets; hope he survives. Half way it was 77. Three-quarters 140. And him still there. The
helmet gone for 40. 100 off the last 10. He was a cool one, 157, out in the 39th, total at 237.
Bill Crossland bowled him with a smile at last.
Greg said he played for the MCC.

WILKINSON’S WICKETS NOT ENOUGH FOR CANNY
CASUALS
Whitley Bridge at Eggborough May 14th 2004
Match Captain: Sam Wilkinson
Correspondent: David Walker
Casuals: 162 for 7 off 40 overs
Crossland E. 23; Cooper I. 47; Cleave 31; Brown 20; Larner 11
Whitley Bridge: 164 for 8 off 39.1 overs
Cooper I. 1 -19 (4); Cooper D. 1 - 17 (4); Ward 1 - 16 (2); Wilkinson 5 - 26 (8.1);
Crossland W. 0 - 20 (7); Larner 0 - 8 (1)
Sam Wilkinson, despite a magnificent personal bowling effort, had his dream of winning
here for the first time shattered as ‘bridge’ knocked off a decent Casuals total with 5 balls to
spare.
Casuals batted first. Ian Cooper and Duncan Cleave built on Ed Crossland and Paul ‘Nosser’
Brown’s confident opening stand. In there somewhere Will briefly attended the crease for an
innings which will not have pencil manufacturers rubbing their hands in glee at the sight of
their sales figures.
Duncan arrived looking rough and uneven. Whilst waiting to bat he lay on a boundary bench in
some futile hope of reversing what had gone on the night before - a latter day Denis Compton.
He perked up for the beginning of his innings and then started poking and scraping, presumably
having resumed his catnap. On 31 he shook himself, took a mighty swipe, but unlike his mentor
who would have cleared the surrounding housing estate, he holed out at deep midwicket. As
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he returned to the pavilion
there was something about
him that suggested he had
made a mistake with his
shot selection.
162 can win it some weeks.
Other weeks it doesn’t.
Despite being behind the
rate earlier on in their
reply, Whitley were always
in touch. As they entered
the last ten over acceleration Wilkinson capitalised
on his mostly reliable line
and length, four of his victims clean bowled. Bill
Stuart, Noz, Cooper Jnr, Ian Cooper, Dave Walker,
Crossland was the other
Bill with an aching verb, Angela, Ed (Crossland Jnr)
pick of the bowlers for little reward. He would have
been even more miserly if Walker had bent his back at third man, but rumour had it he was a
tad cleaved (see footnote). Your correspondent is endebted to Bill for inserting this important
event into his match notes whilst he wasn’t looking. The rest of the fielding was outstanding.
Duncan, Will and Ed could not be faulted.
A word about The Cooper Brothers. Well its a sentence actually, in case Rupert reads this. They
are very promising young cricketers.
Footnote. Cleave - verb. to feel rough and uneven, usually in direct proportion to the amount
of shiraz consumed the night before. Colloquially referred to as feeling like a turkish wrestler’s
jockstrap or a gorilla’s armpit. Also looking like one.
LIVELY LARNER HAS WINTERED WELL
Last Sunday at Eggborough, fresh from winter coaching in Yorkshire’s nets, a rejuvenated
Stuart Larner turned out for his first game of the 2004 Casuals season. His helmeted innings
started with the conventional forward press, but pretty soon we saw boundaries from the
slog-sweep, initially pioneered by Lance Kleusener but now taken to a new height by Stuart.
Higher still the lob wedge to short midwicket and finally the classic thick top edge to backward
of square. 11 runs and pleased as punch.But it didn’t stop there. Following the tea interval,
Stuart showed us the discipline it takes to play at his level. Twice round the square and several
stretches had jaws dropping in the pavilion - making way for the last pieces of chocolate cake.
Then his over of slow off spin was pure mystery. His fielding came from the much vaunted
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oscillating school of coordination. No
one was in the slightest doubt as to the
outcome when a short skier entered into
his area of the pitch. But then he caught
it. A true casual.
LARNER TO JOIN CASUALS
LITERARY TEAM?
Controversy swept through the rank
and file of the Casuals seated on the
boundary last Sunday at Eggborough
Stuart from the cooling tower end
as their proud heroes fought it out in the
middle, writes our Arts Correspondent.
Once again the members of their tireless literary team were slugging it out. Points of style
and syntax were sharpened. Hounds and nouns strained at leashes. Bowels and vowels were
clenched. Unbent brave Bill. Girtled gracious Greg. A noble pair to pit against the assonance
and alliteration of the polysyllabic pillock from Compo’s culinery cul-de-sac. Bill Bryson
would have wept at the semantic slaughter about to happen.

Cryptics, July 6th 2003 at Giggleswick School, N. Yorkshire.
Match Captain: Rupert Wilson
Correspondent: Greg Smith
Casuals: 98 all out
Ward 42; Wilkinson 26 no
Cann 5 - 20 (10)

Cryptics: 99 for 3
Rothery 21; Westhead 40 no; Booth 20 no
Crossland 1 - 14 (6)

Those of you of a certain age will remember a cinema genre where the hero scours the country/army/prison system for likely recruits to join him on an impossible mission. You know the
sort of thing - ‘Hogan’s Heroes’, ‘The Dirty Dozen’, ‘The Magnificent Seven’; well, we can
now add to that list ‘Rupert’s Ringers.’
In the knowledge that the Cryptics can be rather good, Rupert sensibly set about searching the
Huddersfield League for players, who, in his opinion, would strengthen the Casuals line-up.
The result was 11 ‘chosen men’, made up of 8 Casuals and 3 hired guns.
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Ironically, during the week leading up to the game,
while Rupert was in Germany attending a course on
leadership skills (run by a certain Herr Hitler), the
Crytics had contacted Will Ward asking if we had
any players we could bring with us as they would
probably be short! So it was that 3 Casuals - Duncan
Cleave, Dave Beal and Steve Rotheray became
Cryptics for the day. Your correspondent, who had
taken his kit in the vain hope that someone might
require his services, stood as umpire and bravely hid
his disappointment.
From behind the pavilion - courtesy
The ground at Giggleswick is in a beautiful setting
of the school website
just outside the village - it is also one of the largest
grounds on which we play with seemingly vast acres of outfield. The pavilion is of the traditional kind; that is to say untouched by any of the trappings of modern times (eg. electricity,
plumbing). The veranda is adorned by a substantial bench upon which Angela sat whilst scoring and is marked with the words ‘Made from an Old Battleship’.
The Casuals innings began with Tim Taylor (MCC playing member making his debut for the
season) and a young man called Priestley who had highlights in his hair - sadly none appeared
in his batting and he was soon undone by the Cryptics paceman (a willowy figure called Cann
who with his wild hair and long beard looked more like one of the Twelve Disciples than
a Lancashire League fast bowler - which he was!). The pace and accuracy of Cann and his
skipper Mooney were a formidable combination and runs of any sort were hard to come by,
particularly as they were well supported by keen and athletic fielding (the Casuals trio more
than held their own).
By the twenty-fifth over Casuals were 41 for 5 and things looked ominous. Only Will Ward
put up any real resistance, despite having been dragged reluctantly from the family barbecue,
and Rupert’s three hand-picked stars had managed just 8 between them. Mooney was in firm
control, with a broad Lancashire accent and phraseology peculiar to those parts - ‘Would you
not be better off just backward of square, Dave?’ ‘Is that not out, umpire?’
Will continued to battle on as partners came and went in regular succession. Rupert, elevated
to number 6, shared a stand of 4 with Will in just 23 minutes (it seemed longer) before being
adjudged LBW. Duncan Cleave then had the effrontery to bowl Nick Bone, who’d given him a
lift to the ground. Big Sam Wilkinson had interrupted a stag weekend in Blackpool to answer
Rupert’s call and his arrival at number 9 was solely caused by lack of sleep and a 1.00 am
lively curry. Nevertheless, he took the fight to the opposition and enjoyed the contest when
the opening bowlers resumed. Will was next out for a fine 42, leaving Sam undefeated on 26.
Casuals finished 98 all out.
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Giggleswick School CC on a cold misty day in January
The pavilion is in the distance, top right. The chapel is top left
The Cryptics sportingly opened their innings with Steve Rotheray who treated Bill with respect
whilst setting about Ollie Platt. When Bill got Steve’s opening partner with a beauty, another
of their league players came to the crease. The score then moved along briskly until Steve got
a short one from Tim Taylor (on the suggestion of the umpire!) and was caught behind for 21.
Number 4, easily their least talented player and a natural for the Casuals, frustrated Tim by
missing outside off yet hitting the straight ones. Once he eventually went, in came ‘Boothy’,
yet another Lancs League man with a very positive batting style. The remaining 9 overs were
thus uneventful and the target was reached in the 19th over. Apart from, that is, an attempted
catch by Rupert at mid off when he launched himself to his left in spectacular fashion only for
the ball to hit him in the chest (SpecSavers await his call!).
Sorrows were drowned and victory celebrated at the excellent Black Horse where Timothy
Taylor’s Ales were order of the day. Rupert’s LBW was much discussed. The single incident
that changed the game or simply God’s way of ensuring that Rupert stays number 10 in the
batting order? Later that evening a police report made mention of an elderly grey-haired man
seen in a field just off the A629 holding something small in his hand and seemingly in deep
conversation with the sheep about the injustice of umpiring decisions. His case comes up next
Thursday.
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There was a tradition (before our webmaster went to Canada with the keys), of posting messages on a bulletin board. Greg, the writer of the Giggleswick piece, did this PS and Rupe’s
sporting reply followed later the same week.
PS:

Rupert’s reply

You remember old Rupert Wilson
Who once hit a boundary or two.
Well his batting got boring
And so without warning
I gave him out - LBW.

That ageing and well meaning Greg
He’s not really such a bad egg
But appeal LBW,
That’s when he’ll trouble you,
Too high, foot down track, missing leg.

Not a lot of people know this, but, Jim Netherwood reliably informs me, a copy of ‘Cricket in
Perspective’ (1987) is lodged within the cricket archive at no less a library than Lords itself.
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Extracts from the Minutes
Cricket committee meeting minutes can be a rich source for those trying to research social
history. Paul Wood, previous Casuals Treasurer, in his summary of club finances (‘Cricket in
Perspective’ 1987), attributed the health of the accounts to the club’s lack of property. Greg,
fom his long experience on other committees, would say this also extinguishes the potential for
disagreement thereby making a big contribution to club stability and longevity. He has chuckled through all the Casuals minutes since 1987 and has come up with the following selections.
The reader must decide whether these examples justify any further delve into the archive or
maybe just file them on the nail behind the outside loo.
March 1993
The Chairman welcomed Bill Crossland as a new Match Captain and thanked him for a lift
to the meeting – apparently these two facts are unconnected despite press reports to the contrary.
October 1993
Item 2 Equipment - Tim Beaumont was asked by the Chairman to lead a discussion on the
proposed ‘new style’ Casuals sweater. There the followed a lengthy dissertation, by the aforementioned T. Beaumont, on the benefits of various styles of knitting, making regular referrals
to such influential magazines as ‘Womens Realm’, ‘Cosmopolitan’ and ‘Knitting for Fun’. He
finished with the news that both long and short sleeve sweaters would be available and that
information regarding costs and sizes would be circulated to all members in the Spring of 1994.
Tim sat down to a round of applause and the committee could soon hear the clicking of size
12 needles hard at work as he raced against time to complete Hylton Roberts sweater before
Spring appeared.
March 1996
Fixtures - The fixture secretary (Rupert Wilson) once more marked the occasion by being
absent. This time he offered the lame excuse that he was in New Zealand celebrating his Silver
Wedding. This would have been acceptable had it not been revealed that his wife had accompanied him! He is to be asked to explain this extraordinary behaviour to the club’s Disciplinary
Committee.
The Italian Cricket XI will be touring next Summer. They are due to play:- Warwickshire,
Durham and the Casuals!
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October 2001
Treasurers Report - The new Treasurer (Marcus Longbottom) presented his first report. For the
first time in living memory the Premium Bonds had failed to deliver, income was down and
the Casuals investment strategy was given serious consideration. Brewery shares were felt to
be sound in a liquid market and another round of Black Sheep was speedily sanctioned. The
Chancellor of the Exchequer revealed his proposed solution of hitting the OAP’s in the bank
balances, as they constituted the largest part of the Casuals constituency.
March 2003
Equipment and Nets - considered and dismissed. The oldest member expressed the view that
those that did not train should not be picked. Several Match Captains supported this view in
that it would make their jobs relatively easy, however three-a-side cricket is not popular in
Yorkshire.
Most Casuals now have a personal trainer to ensure they arrive at the first game in peak condition. Ken Jagger’s had obviously peaked him too soon, but he hoped to make a full recovery
for the season to come.
March 2004
Any Other Business - Duncan (Cleave) asked for guidance on the duties of the match captain
which were summarised as follows:
Previous Sun:
Gather availabilities from players - hard work. Attempt bribery.
Mon: Pick dream team from extensive membership - good.
Tues: Discover contact numbers in book are flawed - bad.
Wed:
Make contact with several available players only to discover half remem
bered family commitments, golf fixtures, holidays in Bridlington
etc - dreadful.
Thur: Team reaches eight - all batsmen, no wicket keeper, no ground - depressing.
Fri:
Flurry of activity - now have 13 players, five opening bowlers. Go out for a
restorative gallon of ale. Dream of thrashing Caythorpe by 132
runs (Crossland 12 overs, 7 mdns, 6 for 12, Wilson - 0 not out (23
overs) - jubilation.
Sat:
Late flurry of weak excuses - Jim Harris’s wife drafted in - better than Jim.
Windale’s knee injury flares. Eight opening bowlers and three
wicket keepers - tolerable. Beaumont confirms availability to
umpire - bloody dreadful. Opposition captain rings to ask if we
mind their South African professional having a run out check helmet and
box availability.
Sun:
Last sandwich completed, early signs of carpal tunnel syndrome from buttering
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Sun (cont)

hand - grim. Match starts, Casuals fielding. Druids 255 for 3 at tea, open
ing bowlers performed magnificently. Monsoon opens over Woodsome
Park, retire to Shoulder of Mutton for restorative tonics and reminiscencess
- excellent.

November 2004
Matters Arising - Someone who cannot be mentioned in connection with a confidential topic was talked about for what seemed
hours. Discussions terminated when The Chair slapped Marc
Davis around the head. The first of the ‘Hilton’s prodigious
appetite’ stories was told round about here, by Ken Jagger. It
involved long journeys between cricket clubs up and down the
Holme Valley and improbable amounts of food and drink. Has
anyone thought of publishing an anthology?
Equipment and Nets - Then Will told this wonderful story
about Stuart Larner’s indoor net. I can’t possibly do it justice.
Apparently Stuart lives in a large old vicarage, with attics and
Hylton Roberts
cellars. Somewhere in the depths there’s an open space 22 yards
long with a wicket at one end. A Heath-Robinson construction begins at the other. Guttering of a diameter suitable for a cricket or tennis ball is angled
downwards and rifled so that speed and accuracy are imparted. After fifteen yards of diabolic
apparatus, the innocently descending orb is transformed into a satanic missile. As fiendish a
delivery that ever spits off a length. And there Stuart is, waiting . . .

Playing at Thongsbridge against the Penguins - Hylton runs in and bowls, the batsman gets
there a little early and his intended straight drive becomes a ‘skier’ of immense proportions,
standing at mid-on and directly under the ball is Jim Harris, looking nervous. As the ball
reaches it’s zenith 60 feet in the air Hylton shouts probably the most useless piece of advice
ever heard on a cricket ground - “take your time Jim”!
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Tours, Touring and Tourists
North Yorkshire
‘All cricket clubs, and rugby clubs come to that, have their tours;
eccentric celebrations of sport beyond the familiar middens of, in
our case, West Yorkshire and North Derbyshire. The main outcome
from travelling and playing in exotic landscapes is the accidental
and unforseen bonding that takes place between the participants.
Some would say this results from the natural development of
warmth and empathy for one’s fellow man. Others, of a less generous disposition, might cite the copious sampling of local ale as
the lubricant responsible for the deepening of hitherto somewhat
tenous friendships. The Casuals tour to Helmsley contains some
but not all of these elements. For example, not everyone tours.
Attendance on the day of play is permitted. In addition, those who
do tour sleep at various locations rather than in a single hotel. No
late night revelry and compulsory four o’clock I.T. Botham curfew
here. Finally the ladies are invited, welcome shepherdesses tending
their flocks of itinerant sheep. The Casuals tour is civilised, but no
less enjoyable for that.’
Helmsley (2003)

The openers in 2005.
Their combined ages
came to more than the
required total

Tusmore Park 1986-1999
David Pedley
During the winter of 1986, my good friend and fellow Casual, Nigel Stephenson, and I spent
a weekend in deepest Oxfordshire with his brother Richard. He was resurrecting the local
Tusmore Park CC and thought it would be a good idea if the Casuals came out of the wilds
of West Yorkshire to play two one day games. Thirteen years later, the Casuals bemoaned the
Tusmore news that sadly there would be no more tours - the organisers wanted to pass on their
considerable chores to the next generation who might have other priorities and commitments.
What wonderful weekends they were. There was never a problem filling the side; indeed I
remember it as one of the few Casuals’ sides that was hard to get selected for. Those who’d
been before did not relinquish their place lightly.
Traditionally, we arrived on Saturday for a seriously alcoholic (Pimms) lunch. The ground,
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Pete, Will, Gary Smith, Burge, Ken, Mark, Bill,
David Pedley, Greg, John Parry, Tim, Kipper,
Pete Rymer (Tusmore)
Allan Priestley

situated in the middle of Tusmore Park
near The Mansion, was idyllic, with
pavilion and a surround of sheltering
trees. Burge miraculously awoke from
his slumbers to take a rare catch under
one of them. Ken Jagger (Crucible - a
nickname derived from his evening
snooker skills), enjoyed his bowling
- when asked what field he would like,
replied, ‘I’m going off my short run
today; three slips and a gully please,
Mr. Captain’. Robin Day (alias Richard
Whitfield) often came in as twelfth
man, accompanied on one occasion by
one of his titled lady-friends. He failed
to appear the following day.

Correspondence from
January 2005 with
David Pedley

Saturday evening was spent dining in the Great Barn at Aynho with the Tusmore side, many
of whom would have been equally at home in the Casuals. A wonderful social evening, interspersed with the usual speeches, before retiring to our hosts’ lovely farmhouses for usually a
final drink before going to bed.
Happy memories - oh! the result; almost irrelevant - the Casuals probably won slightly more
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games over the years but the hospitality and good fellowship were of prime importance and
absolutely first class. The weary tourists were ever reluctant to leave the pavilion, so the journey back to the West Riding on the Sunday evening always seemed to take a long time.
Another memorable chapter in the Casuals’ history.

Almondbury Casuals Play International Cricket.
Peter Hooson
How did it come to pass that ACCC played international cricket against the might of ICC affiliate Federazione di Cricket Italiana (Italy)?
One time ACCC member and match captain Peter Hooson, “il
padrone”, once lived in Italy, pursuing a career in the concrete
industry. In his occasional spare time away from making designer
concrete overcoats for other ‘padrones’, he indulged his passion
for cricket. When in Rome, this meant weekly excursions to the
Castelli Romani, home of Frascati
wine and the English school for
priests. There he met with Simone
Gambino, “il duce”, who had plans
for Italian cricket. A unique character,
growing up in both Italy and England, he spent his summers in
grand isolation watching county cricket and learning to love the
game. His natural ability for generating publicity and sponsorship, together with a rich seam of contacts enabled him to develop
an all-Italy league and, with funding from the Italian Olympic
association, tours to England. He even commentated on a World
Cup series shown on Italian TV, making up the names of fielding
positions - caught in the gully became literally ‘taken in the drain’
(a picture of Burgess and Parry after a heavy session comes to
mind).
Following a spell with Tusmore Park, old adversaries of ACCC in
Oxfordshire, where the first Italian tour landed (together with busloads of Italian foreign language students from Oxford chanting
football style) “il padrone” migrated north to Huddersfield where
the Italian team arrived in 1997, continuing with his career and troubling the scorers only fractionally. “Il duce” however, playing days over, had adopted the manner of his namesake, ruling
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Italian cricket with an
authoritarian air and no
little success.

Tim, Will, Greg, Mark Tunstall, Rod Kelly, Richard Parr,
Ray Murgartroyd, Gordon Littlewood
Mark, Trevor Lewis, Pete, Rupe, Bill

Despite an impressive half century from
guest Richard Parr of
Huddersfield Police, the
Casuals were limited to
140-8 in reply to 185-9.
The Italians were victorious largely due to the
presence of some swarthy players whose very
long surnames did not

end in “I” or “O”.
The Casuals were too gentlemanly to question the provenance of these dark chaps, trusting
in their opponents’ innate sportsmanship and sense of fair play. In addition to a well-earned
victory, the Italians received
the best hospitality of their
tour and duly returned in
1999. The result remained
the same, even though “il
padrone” had taken an unjustifiably
delayed retirement.

Yorkshire Post August 1997
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WEALDSTONE
Wealdstone Corinthians CC began touring to Yorkshire when Jim Netherwood’s son, Stephen,
moved down south and then persuaded his new club that touring ‘up north’ could be fun.

Wealdstone Glimpses
Ken Jagger
1990 - first tour year
Wealdstone lent us Vinod Sidpara for the Saturday fixture. Proved
devastating with bat and ball. With Hilton Roberts (making his
debut) whose one shot ‘yahoo’ came off like it was never to be seen
again. Casuals completed the double that year and the following
year.
1993
Sunday fixture played at Huddersfield YMCA. Proved to be remarkable. From 61-6 the Casuals, thanks to Rod Kelly (151) and Jerry
Wood cruised to 289-9 (the highest score Wealdstone has ever had
scored against them - let them keep that record). Reply was 169-9 (at
the time their highest score batting second and losing)

10 Corinthians and Jim Harris - why?
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1994
Another high scoring win for the Casuals at Shepley. Remembered for its final delivery - a
massive hit removed the shooting stick supporting umpire Rupert Wilson at square leg. This
completely wrong-footed the fielder and sent Rupert crashing to the ground. Despite 5 runs
conceded, another Casuals victory.
1995
Saturday morning at Thurstonland. Another memorable single
incident - the most unusual catch that any of the players on
either side had ever witnessed. A skied ball driven back over
the bowler’s head was falling about 25 yards short of the
boundary on which Richard Sharp was fielding with his hands
in his pockets. He managed to get one hand free and, arm outstretched nonchalantly, caught it one-handed.
2004
Our tour to Wealdstone. Lost both games and consumed an
enormous amount of beer. Enjoyably marked the return of John
Parry who, after an odd loose over, bowled as well as ever - it
was as if he’d never been away. The most fun was had by those
occupying room 27 (according to Alan Priestley the screaming
and moaning went on all night). Is it time Sam, Greg or Bill
owned up?

Alan Priestley - ear witness account. Joined in 1968
and still turning out

Casuals tour Wealdstone
A weekend of two days - July 17th and 18th 2004
Captain: Ken Jagger
Correspondent: Bill Crossland
Saturday 17th – Eastcote – time game – result - drawn
Casuals: 122 all out in 38 overs
Corinthians: 89 for 7 in 44 overs
Brown 37
Stratford 29
Meswami 5-27 (10); Brown 2-8 (6);
Smith 3-30 (12); Priestley 2-10 (10)
Morley 2-26 (9)
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The time game is foreign to the Casuals. Indeed, most things
are foreign to Captain Jagger, released from the safe house for
the first time this season. The sterling efforts of the Chairman
and touring captain had amassed a pot pourri of players old
and not so old, or may be that was an hallucination brought
on by the odour of John Parry’s kit, opened for the first time
in 5 years. Contrary to popular expectation, all arrived early at
our luxurious accommodation in Harrow, in plenty of time to
set of in convoy to the ground a few miles away at Eastcote.
Our pilot, Vasco de Cleave, had other ideas,
having long nurtured the desire to visit
Wembley stadium, several miles in the
opposite direction. Such was his enjoyment of the trip, through the doldrums
of Brent, he then lead us back to Harrow
before taking advantage of the trade winds
to arrive at the ground several millennia
later, thus depriving most of our seasoned athletes of the traditional pre
Duncan Cleave match high calorie lunch. This may have been a ploy on the skipper’s part
to ensure that senses remained unfuddled.
A brief inspection of the pitch revealed an outfield not quite as smooth as Thongsbridge – fortunately a healthy growth of grass hid most of the holes and hollows and added enormously
to the pleasure of fielding badly. Batting first, Nosser proved the only batsman with the requisite carefree attitude and heavy willow, contributing 37 before Morley, so often the bane of
the Casuals, nipped him out with at which he had three swings. Rotheray (12), the watchful
Priestley (17) and an exuberant Parry (12 no) were the only others into double figures, with
young Rohan Meswami mopping up for the Corinthians with 5 wickets. Steve Brown bowled
a miserly spell, 2 wickets for 8 runs of his 6 overs, his movement off the pitch keeping most
batsmen honest. Indeed, that same movement might have persuaded umpires to flap their arms
rather more frequently. Fortunately for Ken, any deep deliberations required on the timing of
a declaration were rendered unnecessary by our capitulation for 122, and a splendid tea was
enjoyed by all.
The Corinthians innings started slowly. So slowly that the irregularities of the outfield were
rarely tested. Cleaves first ball took a wicket, but for the next 20 overs Matthews and Matthews
put on a frugal 16 and Stratford 29, with Crossland wicketless again but only conceding 16
runs from 11. Such was the relief when the openers came off that even Greg managed a wicket.
Priestley’s first appearance this year showed he had lost none of the old cunning, with 2 wickets for 10 runs in 10 overs. The last 20 overs were called at 6.30, and Casuals were unable to
snatch the last three wickets to force a win despite impressive fielding skills and Sam umpiring
one end.
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Sunday 18th – Harrow Town CC – 35 overs – Result – Corinthians won by
59 runs.
Corinthians: 200 for 5
Sidpara 68; Stratford 43; Naylor 33

Casuals: 141 for 9
Brown 33; Davis 25;
Matthews 4-31 (7)

The post match autopsy was swift to reach conclusions and pin blame. The younger element of
the touring party had all been sent away by loving parents with a packed tea for Saturday night
(marmite sandwiches and a flask of Horlicks) and after a quick coke in the sylvan surroundings of “The Case is Altered” (although the price of said pints was considerably altered to its
northern counterpart) were all prepared for an early bed. At this point the captain, senior pro
and assistant insisted that they should all
go out and get some proper British curry
down their necks. Too timid to deny the
skipper his wicked way, the majority
of the team were sucked into that black
hole which is Harrow and some didn’t
get safely tucked up until midnight. The
reader, of quick wit and sharp intelligence will realise the catastrophic effect
this had on the tender sensibilities of the
younger element and the performance in
the field the following sunny afternoon. For this the captain must be held fully culpable – even
the fact that the senior pro was kept awake long into the night by noisy mating in the adjacent
room and woke up stiff in the morning was little consolation.
Fielding first, the Casuals demonstrated every error known to cricket – dropped catches (4 or
5), late dives, failure to dive, Burgesses, wides, beamers, grubbers, and half volleys. Sidpara
could hardly believe his luck and smote with his usual power and timing, only being dropped
three times on his merry way. Stratford demonstrated a belligerence that he had kept well under
control the previous day, and Naylor embellished his standard fare of legside nudges with an
array of shots in front of the wicket.
A total of 200 on a reasonable wicket would not have been beyond the Casuals with their normal Sunday hangover – however, the proliferation of snake bites, Jack Daniels and Coke and
exotic cocktails however continued to take its toll. Half the team were cleaved. Brown again
top scored with a quick 33, but the other end came and went – at least until Parry and Davis
came together for an unbroken last wicket stand of 44 runs. Umpire Stier did his best to keep
the Casuals on the straight and narrow, but the inevitable defeat came just after 7pm. In a well
rehearsed capitulation speech our Captain was forced to concede the Jagger-Netherwood trophy, with a firm commitment to recovering it next year.
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The Corinthians are to be thanked for their hospitality and for a splendid weekend, but wait till
we get you back in God’s country.

Hilton CC are a super club just outside Derby, sadly whenever we play there it always seems
to be overcast and often wet. Typical of good hosts though, they are happy to play through a
spot of drizzle without complaint and it was in such conditions that the following occurred.
The average age of the Hilton team was about 18 but with one exception, a mature gentleman
who was the first team umpire and who still enjoyed the occasional run out with the Sunday
side. When he came out to bat at number 9, his tie holding up his well worn flannels and his
plimsoles newly whitened, the pitch was already quite damp. His young partner stroked the
ball away confidently and called for the run shouting “look for two” as they passed, the gentleman did as he was bid but in attempting a quick turn his feet slipped from under him and he
fell with a resounding crash to the floor and winded himself. Casuals fielders rushed to his aid
concerned for his well being, slowly he raised himself to all fours and taking a deep breath
looked towards his partner and said “just the one then”.

‘Matthew Brown, our young South African subjected the Druids’ opening bat, a certain Mr.
Ward, to a blistering spell of rapid off-cutters and in-swinging yorkers. Mr. Ward had a quickeye and displayed an agility which belied his rather corpulent stature. One pin-point yorker
after another was denied its just reward by as fine a display of ballet dancing that I have seen
since John Burgess used his foot to stop a low, hard, straight drive off his own bowling at
Thongsbridge in 1997. At one point, the only thing that was in contact with the ground was
the very bottom corner of Mr. Ward’s bat; legs, arms and head (especially head) having been
wrenched skyward to avoid contact with the ball. Diaghilev would have snapped this man up
for his 1st XI.’
Druids (2005)
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The Ladies
Angela Sewell

S

unday afternoon, the sun shines and a gentle breeze
cools the air. On a cricket field boundary somewhere
in Yorkshire, several elegantly clad, impossibly attractive
women gather to unpack hampers and pour wine. It’s an
Almondbury Casuals Ladies ritual - they are settling down
to an entertaining afternoon of cricket.
This description may be ‘rose tinted’ but hampers are
unpacked, wine certainly flows and the Casuals are nothing if not entertaining.
In recent years most of the Casuals games have been played
away from home, often in delightful settings. Elvaston is a
firm favourite. A perfect setting for a picnic, it profits from
an excellent pavilion with bar – it would never do for the wine to run out – and toilets. A bonus
is the adjacent country house with gardens, which are waiting to be explored.
You may wonder at the specific mention of ‘toilets’ - very important to the ladies. Last season
after an absence of some years we played at Arthingworth, a lovely spot. ‘Angela where are
the toilets?’ I smiled and indicated to the field where the cars were parked under the trees!
The siting of the pavilion
is a subject which is often
discussed, as the sun invariably sets behind it, resulting
in rugs, chairs and hampers
being dragged in a mass
shuffle along the boundary
in search of the essential
warmth provided by the
sun’s early evening rays.

Angela, Jane Hooson, Jenny, Sheila Wilson, Sara, Milly,
Pauline
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Having assumed the role of
scorer (I shall be starting
this season with a new fully
fitted pencil case!) my personal bugbear is the dreaded

‘score box’. They are always cold, uncomfortable and far removed from everyone else. How
can I possibly talk to friends while ensconced in such a place? Wonderful for the professional
scorer maybe, but for the multitasking woman who is perfectly capable of chatting, drinking
wine and completing the score book simultaneously, sat with friends on the boundary is the
only place to be.

F

or sitting amongst one’s friends on the boundary, relaxing and chatting is the essence of
what it is to be a Casuals Lady – and just when you are comfortable and dozing in the sun
comes the call, ‘What would you like to make for the End of Season Buffet?’

Casuals Social Scene
Greg Smith

A

lmondbury Casuals is more than a cricket club. Social
activity doesn’t just run alongside the sport, it positively pervades it. Any opportunity for a group of Casuals
to get together is greeted with enthusiasm and even committee meetings are an entertainment. I suspect that even if
we stopped playing, the social side would continue. Its all
down to the type of chap that joins the Casuals and there’s
only one criterium - in the words of Jim Netherwood (past
Chairman, past playing and past caring), ‘he must be a
good egg’. It wouldn’t matter if he batted like Tendulkar,
bowled like Warne or fielded like Collingwood. If he took
life, cricket or himself too seriously he wouldn’t fit in.
The most prestigeous event in the social calendar is the
Annual Dinner - regularly referred to as the ‘favourite
event of the year’. This men-only affair used to take place
at the Borough Club, founded in the early 1900’s when
Huddersfield led the way in textiles. Today it is held in
the beautiful oak-panelled dining room of Woodsome Hall
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Picnic at The Druids

Golf Club. It has been claimed that the club’s AGM
precedes the dinner, but when I became a committee
member I realised the AGM is like ‘The King’s New
Clothes’ - invisible.

Autumn Dinner Dance

One of the many wonderfully eccentric things about
Almondbury Casuals, given the level at which we
play, is the esteem and affection with which we held
by senior county officials. Not a dinner passes without
representation from at least one member of Yorkshire
CCC. Bob Platt is a regular attendee (and heckler), and
Tony Cawdry, prior to his recent death, often brought
his prodigious appetite.

The list of terrific guest speakers includes:
Alec Lodge - doyen of the Huddersfield Cricket League
Arthur Hutchinson - QC and club member
Ashley Metcalfe - Yorkshire CCC
Geoff Cope - Yorkshire CCC Director of Operations
Keith Moss - Past Chairman of Yorkshire CCC
Dr. Mark Bailey - Cambridge U, Wasps and England RU
Dr. Terry Crystal - England Rugby Doctor and Druids CC member
Ceddie Beaumont - Comedian and actor
Alec and Ceddie are sadly no longer with us but their contributions linger fondly in the
memory.
In addition, diners are always delighted to hear from the President, David Pedley, past
Chairman Jim Netherwood and ex senior-pro, Jack Taylor, all of whom could hold their own
on the after-dinner circuit.

To spare Rupe’s blushes, this is Helmsley
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The ladies, deciding that making twenty-four teas on a damp
cold Sunday at Upperthong
was no longer a reward in
itself, started their own dinner
in 1992. Our scorer for the past
11 years, Angela Sewell, is the
organiser. It occurs on the same
night as the men’s dinner, at a
pub or restaurant somewhere
in The Holme Valley. One host
even invited them back.

Like most cricketers, your Casual thinks he can also play golf. Every year at Woodsome, we
compete for The Hylton Roberts Trophy and raise funds for Kirkwood Hospice where Hylton
spent several weeks before his untimely death in 2003. Rupert Wilson had the original idea
and is the organiser.

T

he social itinerary is completed by the Autumn Dinner Dance, country walks, the end-ofseason supper, numerous pitch-side barbecues, and a tea party for senior Casuals. Getting
a group of Casuals organised is never easy and we are fortunate that Sam Stier, Angela Sewell
and Sara Ward are prepared to risk their sanity and sacrifice their time to get us to the right
place at the right time - just so we can enjoy ourselves. Thanks guys, you’re brilliant Casuals.

Jenny and Sam Stier

Angela
Sara and Milly
Ward

It was during the tea interval of our tour game against Duncombe Park in the year 2000 when
our skipper, Rod Kelly, was approached by his opposite number with an unusual request.
“Collis King has turned up and wondered if he could have a bat for a couple of overs at the
start of our innings, we won’t count his runs and we’ll forfeit the overs. Are you ok with that?”
How could we refuse – to play against a legend – the stuff dreams are made of. In his short
stay he hit xx sixes with such ease that it didn’t seem fair, particularly to Rupert and xxxxxx
who were bowling at him.
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COACHING AND THE
ALMONDBURY CASUALS
Rupert Wilson
“Chuck me a few up, will you?”

O

ccasionally, about five minutes before Casuals’
matches, when it isn’t too cold and when the kit has
actually arrived, such a request is made by one of a small
number of Casuals players who still languish under the
misapprehension that pre-match practice will magically
produce an improvement in their on-field performance.
What follows is specifically designed further to diminish
any slight vestige of confidence that the player making the
request might harbour.
The batsman requesting the practice having assumed his position at the edge of the field, the
bowler will then retreat to a distance of about 50 yards and attempt to produce a viscous leg
spinner, thus to confuse the batsman and deny him the reassurance of bat on ball.
Because of the distance involved, the ball inevitably lands well short and, on the rare occasions when movement off the grass is achieved, it passes the batsmen about ten feet away and
induces an indelicate lunge.
At best, this delights the other players standing watching to such an extent that they remove
their hands from their pockets and their cigarettes from their mouths to applaud the achievement of the bowler, who, if he hasn’t pulled a muscle in the process, eagerly waits for the batsmen to locate the ball in the nettles, so that the procedure can be repeated.
At worst, the batsman ricks his back or loses his grip on the bat, which then hits a young child
who has been misled into believing that what he is about to witness is a serious cricket match
and thus puts him off the game for life. Or both.
Any attempt by the batsman to persuade the bowlers – there are by now several bowling more
or less simultaneously – to bowl from something like 22 yards and to pitch the ball on or about
a decent length is met with bemusement and renewed attempts to humiliate the hapless batsman, who retires, discouraged and confused, offering the bat to the next victim, seizing a ball
and retreating fifty yards, fully intent on wreaking vengeance on his team-mate.
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What has just been described is referred to as the “the warm up” and is a totally pointless ceremony undertaken by thousands of club cricketers around the country.
Perhaps Tim Beaumont was as baffled as I have always been by this, when some years ago
he was misguided enough to suggest that my limited coaching skills might be directed to the
improvement of the Casuals’ on-the-field abilities.
It was in the winter of 1984 that, in the august company of such luminaries as Arnie Sidebottom,
Richard Blakey, Paul Booth and a host of distinguished District League players, I first enrolled
onto an MCC-approved coaching course, organised by the Yorkshire Cricket Council. Some 4
years later, I was awarded a Senior Cricket Coaching Certificate. This states that I had satisfied the examiners that I could “analyse and diagnose a player’s basic faults”. At the time, I
thought it rather curious that no mention was made of any ability, or otherwise, to correct these
faults and it was only after about 10 years of coaching under-13 cricketers – with some modest
degree of success – that it became clear to me that I had not yet encountered the real challenge
of cricket coaching.
For it was then that Tim made his approach to me.
Presumably, he thought that some of the Sidebottom-Blakey-Booth magic must have rubbed
off and that this could be passed on to the ageing Casuals players. ‘After all,’ I seem to remember he reasoned, ‘what good is a Senior Coaching Certificate, if you can’t coach seniors?’ Just
how much of the aforesaid magic had, indeed, rubbed off is uncertain; whereas “analysis and
diagnosis of basic faults” was relatively easy (there being more than plenty to go at), it very
soon became clear that, rubbed off or not, very little had stuck on.
A crucial part of any coach’s instruction technique is the demonstration of the particular skill
that is being taught. This is difficult enough in a gymnasium, surrounded by eager young boys,
who have volunteered to be there and believe (however briefly) that the coach really has something to teach them. But in a group of adults, their scepticism stiffened by years of failure and
their limbs by rheumatism, it is as near impossible as it is to answer their oft-repeated questions, such as ‘You mean like the shot you played last Sunday, when you got out for a duck?’
or ‘So why do YOU pitch them short on the leg side, then?’
It quickly became clear that my career as team coach was to be very short and that coaching
and the Almondbury Casuals were as compatible as linseed oil and water. The Casuals possess
an ineffable depth of confidence in their own individual innate abilities and skills, which no
defeat can diminish and which is surprisingly often reinforced by victory. In this condition,
there is no room for mere instruction.
The relevance of coaching to The Almondbury Casuals is neatly summed up by the reply of
an erstwhile player (who shall be nameless but whose place in the team was gained principally
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by the qualities of his wife’s teas), when asked what he thought of the idea of a Team Coach.
‘Well,’ he replied, ‘it depends if you can find anyone to drive the bloody thing.’

C

huck me a few up, will you?

Grounds
Having somehow escaped the long arm of the Victorian middle class controllers, cricketgrounds are wonderfully individual. Even the squares have unique character. From hilltop to
city centre, from village green to sweeping oval, from reused railway carriage to grand pavilion. Reminders of an eccentric and informal past. The following are descriptions of some of
the grounds the Casuals have visited in the last decade.

York RI.
‘Nomadic teams, by definition,
have no home. Recent games with
The Retreat have included a rare
tie in the cold and wet, next to Sam
Smith’s brewery at Tadcaster and
one of those lazy Sunday afternoons
you dream about beside the Ouse courting couples strolling along the
Will on his way to a hundred at
riverbank, coxswains encouraging
York RI against The Retreat
their crews, fresh mown grass and
a punchy seventy from Rod Kelly.
Rupert did a Burge here, arriving late on the wrong side of the boundary hedge, red-faced and
cursing his misfortune.
The latest venue was more prosaic, The British Rail Sports Ground, buried within a large York
housing estate and borne of the transport industry . . . The pitch was rather odd, packed earth
with no grass other than tussocks. The fresh millimetre of two of rain that delayed the start
by thirty minutes made it play slow and low, apart from the odd snorter that reared off a tussock.’
Retreat (2002)
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Duncombe Park
‘North Yorkshire’s busy roads and tacky village centres are best
avoided. But, just five minutes from the middle of Helmsley is
Duncombe Park Cricket Club, overlooked by the remains of the
twelfth century keep that was once part of The Duke of Buckingham’s
Helmsley estate.’
Duncombe Park (2002)

Woodfield Park
‘The Police play at Woodfield Park. It is a huge playing area, and under normal circumstances,
those watching from the pavilion struggle to keep in touch with the intimacies of events out in
the middle. Greg Smith took a casual walk around the boundary edge after his short stay at the
wicket and didn’t return for hours. On Sunday, play was even further away from the spectators as the groundsman had used a part of the square close to the riverside boundary. Horse
chestnut trees grow in abundance here, and the one at square leg was hit cleanly by Williams
on no less than four occasions, all off Wilkinson - unlucky. No more than two miles from the
centre of Huddersfield, yet, with a cemetery and Beaumont Park on one side of the valley, and
the wooded Primrose Hill on the other, visitors might imagine they are in a more remote rural
location.’
Police (2002)

St. George’s, Harrogate
‘St. George’s cricket ground (Harrogate) is showing signs of genteel, paint-peeling decay, redolent of the seaside town in John Osborne’s “The Entertainer” (I should know - they filmed it in
Morecambe! - Rupe wrote the anecdote; no one else in the Casuals would ever admit of coming
from anywhere remotely near Morecambe).
Morecambe Nevertheless, we were, to a man (even Angela),
humbled by the vastness of it and the flatness of the outfield, better than many a wicket we’ve
experienced. Not only were there covers protecting the wicket, but also there was a mini-tractor
and a professional groundsman on hand to remove them, which, when he did, drew astonished
gasps from the Casuals. This was no verdant sward, the likes of which we usually see, but
rather a hard-baked, shorn-flat strip of scorched clay. It only needed a TV cameraman, three
bits of totty standing around doing nothing with clipboards and two mobile phones each and
Tiny Grigg with his car keys to complete the perfect scene.’
Druids (2005)
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Old Almondburians (a Casuals ‘home’ in the late 1940’s)
‘Harry Taylor, then headmaster of
King James, kindly allowed the
club the use of the school ground in
Arkenley Lane and we played there
for two summers, then moved to
Thurstonland CC.’

The Rock at King James’s Grammar School,
Almondbury

Tony Sykes ‘Cricket in
Perspective’ 1987
Strange but true; the village name
Almondbury features in the title of
four local cricket clubs.

Saxton
‘Saxton is a village for those who require ‘desirable’ to be prominently displayed in their estate
agent’s property guide entry. Located amid the country lanes south of Tadcaster, it is convenient for business in all the major towns of West and North Yorkshire. It neighbours Saxton
C.C., a green oval that was ignored when the trappings of commuter heaven were dispensed.
The cutters on the outfield mower were positioned a good inch too high and the hallowed turf
needed digging up, levelling, replanting with standard grass seed and several years of heavy
rolling. A hut, upon which a fresh shade of paint would not have gone amiss, was admittedly
serviceable for changing and making tea. The ladies’ toilet, however, came in for no such accolade. Angela awarded it 2 out of 10 - it was open and it flushed.’
Romany (2003)

Cambridge Methodists
one insufferably hot day
in 2005 - gossip has it
that they gave Stuart
a free transfer
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Darton
‘A new fixture and a nice ground, the only drawback being its proximity to the M1. This made
conversation almost impossible and communication with the field prone to errors. Wilson
claimed his stunning missed catch in the gully resulted from him not being able to hear it coming. Smith, on the deep cover boundary next to the hard shoulder, appeared to be in a world of
his own. The home team had a definite advantage, as it is well known that the Barnsley accent,
as illustrated by Sam, can cut through most known audio visual interferences.’
Darton (2003)
‘The ground at Darton may not be the most attractive we play on, but it's most certainly the
noisiest. They should erect a sign on the adjoining M1 which forces motorists to "switch off
engines while play is in progress"; the sight of vehicles gliding silently past would no doubt
attract many spectators to view the surreal scene and potentially therefore, boost bar funds.’
Darton (2005)

Yapham
‘Yapham is one of our oldest and
most pleasant fixtures. The setting
is delightfully rural and our opponents are always generous hosts.
Unfortunately, as we play them early
in the season the weather is often
unreliable (we were unable to play
at all last year due to rain) and so it
proved again on Sunday.’
Yapham (2005)
A coolish early season barbecue

Hilton in Derbyshire
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Thongsbridge (Casuals current ‘home’)
‘Thongsbridge cricket ground sits in the valley bottom alongside the river Holme. A football
pitch and grassy hillside make up two further borders, whilst the fourth comprises stone mills
and warehouses. Balls are easily lost here, either in the river or against the industrial background. Hence the long pole with net attached lying near the boundary. There’s no sight screen
and despite the whitewashed walls, an old ball with plenty of air is readily obscured, much to
the chagrin of a batsman involved in a late evening run chase or a timid long off facing a full
blooded drive.’
(2002)

The trees hide the river

Infamous dark background
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Jack Wade - 1 of 5
Casuals Life Members.
The others are Jim
Netherwood, Guy
Overton, Paul Wood, and
David Pedley

Seniors and Juniors watch and play at the President’s Day game. This originated as
President’s XI v. PA. Haigh’s XI ‘A match played at the end of the season followed by a festival supper. P. A.
Haigh’s eleven is for the most part composed of the more respectable elderly members of the club who no longer play regularly versus the current side.’
‘Cricket in Perspective’ 1987
Seated on the front row are three founder members of The Casuals:
Ralph Sutcliff, Derek Bamforth (in the hat) and Guy Overton
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Selection and Opposition
Some of our games are against exclusively ‘friendly’ cricket teams, ie. they do not participate
in cup and league competitions. However, most of the Casuals current opponents are league
sides (includes Police, Stainborough, Yapham, Whitley Bridge, Darton, Upperthong) that put
out a Sunday team for juniors, those coming back from injury, those who maybe don’t get a
regular game on Saturdays and serious cricketers. Casuals selection can become a problem,
particularly when resources are low. On the one hand, too many juniors in the opposition and
its a one-sided game even with a good sprinkling of true Casuals. On the other, too many serious cricketers and its again one-sided, needing a stiff injection of ‘ringers’, if available (see
Cryptics and Bradfield match reports). Bringing in ‘professionals’ is a time-honoured tactic
- it goes right back the beginnings of cricket when big matches were sponsored by the aristocracy. Such matches were statements of status and wealth and gambling was heavy. You needed
a little help on these occasions.
Other teams mentioned in Casuals documents are no longer on the fixture list: Farndale,
Ben Rhydding, Thoresby Hall, Follifoot, Penguins, Hawksworth, Further Friars, Pudsey
Gentlemen, Guisley, Whitkirk, and Masham.

The Retreat (2003)
‘ . . . no one currently playing for The Retreat was aware its origins as a cricket team. A York
psychiatric hospital of the same name would be a reasonable guess. Their opening bat sported
earrings and his dark hair drooped languidly to his shoulders. It was no surprise when, as the
fourth of their inexpressive umpires, he donned a particularly offensive orange jacket. Their
chubby unshaven chip shop proprietor, who came in third wicket down, battered one or two
deliveries before giving Duncan Cleave a return catch. He was later heard to refer to a boundary as “a full portion”.’

The Jesters (2003)
‘A nomadic side loosely associated with cricket clubs that skirt the Bradford and N. Leeds
bypass. The Rawdon CC. emblem was noted on one player’s shirt, confirming The Jesters’
habitual sprinkling of Bradford League players. Their name originates from the pub where
they were founded, but at 41 years old, that connection with the club has now lapsed.’

Duncombe Park (2003)
‘Why was Marcus Longbottom playing for them?’ is a good question. The answer is simple
enough - they turned up with 7 men. So Marcus and Alan Priestley made up nine-a-side, in a
game reduced to 35 overs because of a late start. This fixture has become the end-of-season
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tour match for The Casuals and many players and supporters make an annual trek, camping
out in tents and caravans or booking rooms in local hostelries. Having made a large effort,
they were understandably disappointed when they discovered that Duncombe Park had not . . .
The Casuals cannot be too critical however. At the beginning of the season there were several
weeks when they had difficulty getting eleven players together. It seems to be a Sunday cricket
hazard, what with The Casuals’ other prized opposition, The Cryptics, cancelling at the last
minute due to lack of players. Nevertheless, it would be a shame if the tour fell into the same
state of repair as the castle.’

Cryptics
‘The Cryptics were founded in 1910 by J. G. Fawcus and three fellow undergraduates at New
College, Oxford. One of the club's original aims, which still survives, was to encourage cricket
in schools, hence the high proportion of schoolmasters among its members.’ (stats.cricinfo.
com) ‘They had difficulty in selecting a name. After much deliberation, the Hon Secretary
walked over to his bookcase and took down at random a volume of Dickens. The first word
which caught his eye was "Cryptic", and it was promptly decided that this was the right word,
as the Greek ...... means "I conceal" - giving the idea of "Hidden Lights", which was what the
founders conceived themselves to be.’ (crypticscc.org) The website records that the fixture
scheduled for 24th April 2005 at Giggleswick School was cancelled.

Huddersfield RUFC (2003)
‘Last Sunday at Thongsbridge, the Casuals entertained an Huddersfield RUFC cricket team
containing a number of previous and current first XV stars. Most were informally dressed in
shorts, golf shoes and other assorted sportswear and a continuous buzz surrounded them as they
joked and messed. Now of Lockwood Park, they play one cricket fixture per year, and they
know well enough that they will always struggle to match a Casuals team that contains four or
five evening league regulars as well as their core irremediables.’ (Hence their one or two key
guest selections which have surprised the Casuals in recent years - see match report).

Darton (2005)
‘Clearly selection had once again been the subject of (mis)communication during the week
and the following set of circumstances explains why being a Captain of the Casuals is so much
more testing than being the Captain of England. Duncan was the nominated Match Captain but
had done a swap with Sam Wilkinson, who arrived at the ground en-route to play golf at Troon
having persuaded Will to skipper the side on the field! Will was quite relaxed about this as Sam
told him that there would be 12 players turning up and his only decision was who to leave out.
Will - an experienced Casuals skipper - should have known better. All was revealed of course
when, 30 overs into our innings we still only had 10 men and your correspondent (who had
planned on a quiet late afternoon snooze in the warm sunshine) was persuaded that he should
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stop his umpiring stint and get changed to play. By comparison all Michael Vaughan has to do
is decide which end Harmison bowls from. How hard can that be?

Romany
‘The Romany Cricket Club was started in 1902. As it has been throughout its history, the club is
nomadic, playing friendly cricket in Yorkshire and beyond. We play approximately 25 games a
year, against a variety of clubs . . . Crakehall in the Yorkshire Dales, Yapham in the Yorkshire
Wolds, Thorp Perrow (with its famous arboretum) and Swinton Park. Every second year, the
club tours Sussex with a game at the historic home of cricket, against Hambledon Cricket
Club.’ (romanycricketclub.com)

Druids
‘The club was originally founded in march 1915 by C.J Simpson, “Bud” Roberts and A.M.
Bentley with a view of keeping cricket going so long as possible during the war providing
games for men serving in the forces or anyone unable to join up’ (druidscc.co.uk). The fixtures
include Thornton Watlass, two games at Thorp Perrow, Romany, Cambridge Methodists and a
tour to Southwold.

The Rock (2003)
“The Rock” cricket team, as I understand it, was loosely founded in a Brockholes alehouse
from which it was subsequently banned for exuberant boozing and carousing. Whilst the team
retains the name, its members now take their after match enjoyment tearing the seats out of
“The Shoulder of Mutton”, Lockwood. Today the team repaired to “The Oak”, Thongsbridge.

I Zingari (from the Italian for "the gypsies")
I thought I’d just mention the oldest nomadic team on record.
Formed to foster the spirit of amateur cricket on 4 July 1845 by John Loraine Baldwin, Hon.
Frederick Ponsonby (later Earl of Bessborough), Hon. Spencer Ponsonby (later Sir Spencer
Ponsonby-Fane) and R. P. Long, who were dining at the Blenheim Hotel in Bond Street after
a match against Harrow School. Its club colours are curiously similar to the egg-and-bacon
colours adopted by the MCC in 1860. Uniquely for an amateur club, Wisden has reported all
of its matches since 1867.
(Wikipedia)
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Individuals
The longevity of the Casuals results, in part, from the good will of individual members and
their personal motivations for supporting the club. It is invidious to pick out some and ignore
others, but here goes.

Sam Stier
‘Sam Stier wears hats. Whatever the style, the nebb rests
on his glasses. He smiles hugely, “What are ears for? For
resting your glasses on. Well, glasses are for resting your
nebb on.” A measured orator, with a particular relish for
lippy consonants, he was once heard outside the changing
room at Stainborough, “I love the smell of embrocation
and the sparkle of good-natured banter. Pity there’s neither in there.”
Stainborough (2003)
‘Sam Stier bravely umpired despite severe backache, giving the autumn golden boy out LBW off his brand new
bat. This is Jim Harris’s latest hair colour, celebrated by
new boots, new bat and a quick march back to the pavilion.’
Jesters (2002)

Richard Umbers
A man on a mission has walked to the wicket. Yesterday,
in a league game, he did not trouble the scorers. A mix up
taking a risky second run, and they both arrive at the same
end. One of them had to go and he’s still visibly seething.
Richard Umbers, a Stainborough player who guests for us.
Famously, between shots he caresses the splice with his
laughing gear. A good luck ritual? A weird sexual fetish?
Has he a store of cream cakes hidden somewhere? Or a
nicotine patch? His stock shot is an awesome step forward,
nearly into the bowler’s half of the strip, and he’s not too
bothered if he gets bat on it. Balls off the wicket go for four
or one. Two’s are rare and painful, three’s unthinkable.’
Stainborough (2003)
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Stuart Larner
and Paul ‘Noz’ Brown
‘With only a handful of overs left Noz was mindful of
the need to get every run on offer, besides which he was
heading for a deserved century. As a result Stewart was
encouraged, cajoled and bullied to run at every opportunity and responded magnificently to the challenge. When
lapped on running a two he needed an oxygen tent. Despite his best efforts
Noz failed to score the 4 he needed off the last ball and remained undefeated on 96 - not exactly
a chanceless innings but a fantastic effort in the conditions.’
Yapham (2005)

Will Ward - Fixture sec.
‘Their number four batsman, a plumpish fourteen year old
in a ‘Rhinos’ baseball cap, came across to Will Ward. “Can
you tell me where the toilets are, please?” “Yes, round
the back,” replied Will, indicating the whitewashed open
air stone box behind the pavilion, next to the river, where
a long intake of held breath is recommended for those
sensitive souls who faint in the presence of strong pong.
“I need the ladies”, she said. Will was devastated by this
misidentification; a violation of accepted convention. “Its
a fair assumption that the opposition will be male most of
the time,” he said, guiltily, in mitigation.’
Jesters (2003)
Williams skied one to Will Ward at deep long on. Like an artillery shell, it described a high
arc and whistled quietly. Will needed all his concentration and coordination to take it, but he
is young and athletic, well suited to the cut and thrust of limited over cricket and its demands
in the field. His retrieving and returning to the wicket is without peer. Take for example that
simple push to off from Walton in the 32nd over. Will swept down upon it like a missile with
no mercy. Two hands, bent back, moving to his left. He collected and threw in with one easy
fluid movement . . . the ball trickled through his legs and the batsmen ran an easy single. It’s
a thing of beauty.
Police (2002)
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Jim Harris
Ward and Brown ensured decent total with the help of some
friendly bowling, apart from Howard Brook that is, who both put
the brakes on and took Will’s wicket. Howard is a rounded character. He fondly refers to the demise of his early cricket career,
aged 20, as having “gone off the rails”. He can’t be drawn on the
details, but most of his teeth are missing and women and alcohol
played bit parts. He resumed for the second team aged 50, retaining much of his youthful approach to the game – friendly in the
bar, merciless on the field. Jim Harris, umpiring at square leg
next to the delinquent, discovered this to his cost following a push
backward of square. Spotting a likely run out at the bowler’s end,
Brook let fly with deadly intent, undistracted by the shiny tonsure
that lay in direct line between him and the stumps - Jim, ever alert,
was gaily admiring other things. The ball took a deflection off his
forehead and the batsmen remained untroubled. To describe Brook as looking and sounding
surprised does not to do him justice. Jim’s head later took on an interesting shape, looking for
all the world as if a horn was about to erupt from the central cranium.’
Darton (2003)
‘I was pleased to see Jim Harris’ flare for fielding has not diminished. He is diving full length
now and well in advance of the ball. He would however, be well advised to keep his eye on it.
That way he might just stop one.’
(The Rock 2003)

Marcus Longbottom - Hon Treasurer
During the opening overs, Marcus skippered mostly from the tea
preparation area adjacent to the tavern, where several casuals were
light-heartedly viewing and commenting on the game’s early phases.
When he did take the field he remained but a moment, to gently dab
the track, to take guard, to miss a straight one and to walk away to
the sound of his breaking castle, endearingly and succinctly captured
by the scorer with a single large round number. It took everyone by
surprise, particularly the next man in (me) who had not expected to
bat. I was therefore under prepared, a state that many might suggest is
indistinguishable from the one they normally experience. But at least
I engaged with the opposition, enough indeed to necessitate the scorer
making a fuller and less rounded record than the one preceding.
The Rock (2002)
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Spike
Before and after any match you care
to mention

The baseball cap is creeping into the summer game, where, some might say, it really should
stay with baseball. Cricket gear has developed considerably over the years, especially in terms
of protection. Some might say the resulting uniformity makes the players almost anonymous,
the helmet being the oft quoted example. No one knows whose batting these days. The Casuals
are an exception to this rule as, apart from juniors, Stuart Larner is our only helmet.

Rupert Wilson
Rupert opened with Will. Will crashed it around and in no
time reached his total. Rupert took a tiny bit longer. He
began confidently, poking and prodding outside off stump.
Then, when their quicks came off, he lost a little of his
rhythm. In fact, the slower they came the harder he made
it look. If it hadn’t been for the tavern, some of us would
have lost the will to live. He went on, finally to make second top score.
The Rock (2003)
‘Rupert captained skillfully. Some older members had
raised eyebrows at the sight of his off-white trousers with
a zip assortment more suited to a punk. A purchase from
Age Concern he said. Was this about price I wondered. No,
it was to do with that organisation’s skills in the reinforced gusset department, something he
was made aware of by the wives of senior committee members who had reviewed his normal
cricket trousers and preferred he was tucked in.’
Hilton (2005)
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Crossland Junior
‘Edward Crossland, corinthian despite his several beaded necklaces. Never have done in
Peter’s or Colin’s or Don’s day. Everything else about Edward is correct. A classic address
at the wicket - upright, unflinching and motionless. Lively in the field. Bowls off twenty five
yards or so, generating enough accurate pace to get batsmen hopping. An all-round Oxbridge
man with a posh accent to match.’
Police (2003)

Dave Walker
‘The captain won the toss and elected to bat. Following free and
frank discussions, David Walker and Rupert Wilson agreed to
open. Walker was wearing a rather fetching pair of cricket slacks;
taut and compact would be a fair description. They were his son’s,
mistakenly included during kit inspection. Walker prefers colourful lycra numbers as sports underwear and today it showed, much
to the delight of one elderly gentleman sat on the boundary. It also
seemed to please his peers, to the extent that it was deemed imperative to make a permanent record for the team archive.’
Whitley Bridge (2003)
‘Senior members took a dim view of Walker’s new acquisition of a designer cricket shirt,
fondly purchased by his childbride. New kit, especially toward the end of a dying season, was
a flagrant, unwarranted and futile attempt to influence the following year’s team selection. This
intimidation would have to be seriously discussed during the long fallow winter months.’
Helmsley (2003)

Ian Cooper
‘Ian Cooper was caught down by the midwicket boundary.
Following his dismissal, he was floored by the fielder’s return
throw. He limped back to the changing room in blood soaked
trousers, soon to be reappear wearing an arm sling that looped
over his head and around his lower jaw, in the manner of a cartoon
character with toothache. Angela explained the first aid box was
only partially stocked.’
Retreat (2002)
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The Chairman
‘The Casuals were a fine sight as they took to the field, save for the Chairman who appeared
in a borrowed MCC shirt, shorts and trainers.’
Darton (2005)

Burge
‘Burge fielded splendidly but it was when he came on to bowl that the fun
began. A return throw from the keeper had him retreating at the bowler’s
end and he was close to impaling himself on middle stump. This near miss
was a great relief to the keeper ((Dr. Walker), the prospect of removing the
aforesaid foreign object being modestly unappealing. Burge’s second treat
lead to the dismissal of Alan Priestley, out of his crease at the non-striker’s
end. It started as a harmless firm push from the batsman that Burge got a
finger to. The ball then somehow broke the wicket. Burge walked away
oblivious and the umpire raised his finger. Walker made his contribution
by overlooking Will’s ferocious throw from long on. The gloves missed,
but the box didn’t, and he took a direct hit, right on the money. There was
a not an inconsiderable momentary incapacity, and, as he recalled later,
little or no sympathy from his fellow players.’
Duncombe Park (2002)
‘Nick Bone sat waiting for his turn to bat. He started in an ordinary cricket shirt, added a pullover or two and finally settled on his Yorkshire rugby kit. Now Nick is a decent bat who treats
life as a serious business, so it didn’t go down well when Burge lifted his finger and gave him
run out just as he was about to complete the winning run. “I was well in,” insisted Nick at the
end of the match, trying to see the funny side through grated teeth. Burge laughed hugely, “I
couldn’t see it so I gave it out”.’
Hilton (2003)
Burge’s catch was an instinctive and languid affair by comparison. Greg Smith’s slow flighted
concentration on off stump and just outside produced a loopy top edge to backward of point.
Burge took a step to his left, raised his arm as if hailing a taxi, and, slightly off balance, extended his fingers. Two unlikely things then occurred. The ball’s flight path and Burge’s hand inexplicably occupied the same spatial coordinates and his fingers flexed. In denial, Burge’s red
face did not move. Then he turned and saw his hand, as if for the first time. Eyebrows raised,
forehead puckered - just for an instant he didn’t believe. Then it was all modest smiles. He
could do this in his sleep.’
Police (2002)
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Post Script - ‘What is at Stake?
Dave Walker
‘There is a lot of money about in sport today. Proportionately speaking, the greater the stake
the nastier the sport. Even the term amateur is now regarded with more than a little cynicism.
But one thing is for sure; no-one in his right mind would ever pay a Casual to play cricket.
Perhaps therein lies the moral.’
John Bell ‘Cricket in Perspective’ 1987
‘the result; almost irrelevant - the Casuals probably won slightly more games over the years
but the hospitality and good fellowship were of prime importance’
David Pedley ‘Cricket in Perspective 2’ 2006

C

ricket began in SE. England, moving north in the latter half of the nineteenth century.
Mostly rural until then, the growth of the population, industry and towns produced an
urban cricket transformation. Originally, whilst anyone could have a go, making up the rules
to suit the occasion, arguably the main games were for the spectator, played for high stakes by
professionals sponsored by aristocracy. Coming north to a large following with more and more
people wanting to join in, a huge number of clubs were formed (public school old boys, works
teams, teams sponsored by churches, pubs, local benefactors). Regulation was needed and
neatly cornered by the emerging Victorian middle classes. Counties (Surrey and Yorkshire for
example) took on the professionals and everyone else was expected
to be amateur. Rules were standardised. Cups and Leagues were
started. Modern cricket was born.
Of the themes that criss-cross the history of cricket, playing for
money has been one of the most contentious. The working class
artisan honing his skills to earn a living. The gifted amateur whose
life revolved around racing and hunting as well as cricket (Lords
used to close for August).
The MCC had ruled cricket from the eighteenth century (most
members were titled and/or landowning and it would have been
completely natural they should take charge), but by the 1860’s
Lords was in the doldrums. Crowds were low - no one wanted to
watch scratch teams of amateurs. Young men preferred to enjoy
their parents’ fortunes, playing country house or good quality
nomadic cricket rather than travel north to an arduous three day
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county game. Many new amateur clubs were formed and their ethos allowed for natural talent
to develop. However, they were hostile to undue application and extreme forms of competition
and improvement in playing standards was not their main concern. Trollope in ‘British Sports
and Pastimes’ wrote, ‘ To play billiards is the amusement of a gentleman; to play billiards preminently well is the life’s work of a man who, in learning to do so, can hardly have continued
to be a gentleman in the best sense of the word.’
Hambledon’s eighteenth century feudal attitudes to professionalism (professionals worked for
and were therefore tied to their landowning employers) did not decay easily once cricket’s
focus moved to the MCC. Nevertheless, as a result of a widespread hunger for sports and an
increasing sense of democracy, touring teams of professionals thrived (The All England and
United All England XI’s). Some individuals even gained middle class respectability as cricket
entrepreneurs, organising overseas tours (forerunner to test cricket), or selling equipment and
clothing (Lillywhite, Gunn).
Relationships between professionals and amateurs were thus uneasy writes Simon Rae in his
tribute to W.G. Grace (faber and faber 1998). Professionals were regarded as ‘extravagant’
by Trollope and ‘unreliable . . . with an overriding interest in gate money’ by Haygarth. In
1866, the MCC captain was R.A. Fitzgerald. Whilst he conceded that the professionals were
commercially successful, he wrote in “Quid”, ‘It is high time for the gentlemen cricketers of
England to assert their position . . . Let not cricket descend to the inferior grade of a gladatorial
exhibition . . . Let the amateur go hand-in-hand with the professional, but with one object in
view - the maintenance of our game on its original principle.’ Whilst this sounds conciliatory,
the Victorians and their wearisome snobbery nevertheless constructed a class apartheid and
rigid social separation of amateurs and professionals resulted (separate changing rooms, travel
arrangements and so on).
The reader must decide whether this story has anything to do with the modern day Casual,
but the lack of emphasis on winning and playing standards and the prime importance of fellowship come directly from the 1860’s and 70’s. Non of the Casuals ‘professionals’ have ever
been paid, but ask Rod Kelly what he thought about a dropped catch off his bowling. Or Will
Ward and Richard Umbers, out cheaply to dubious decisions. Competitiveness is part of human
identity and many a Casual wishes to perform well and be measured against his peers, whether
its the pub team from the village or Lancashire League cricketers in Giggleswick. And many a
Casual expresses concern when playing teams lopsided with juniors.

T

he man from Mars, watching the Casuals for the first time down at Thongsbridge on a
Sunday afternoon, would recognise an organised event. Everyone in uniform, doing things
in with discipline and precision, understood and accepted by all the participants. Could the man
from Mars be forgiven if he thought this was a serious business where the outcome mattered?
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Grace
Let us respect the privilege of our food and drink tonight
And may the Lord find us rich in cricket fellowship
Modest in victory
Generous in defeat
Forgiving of beamers
And when he finally calls, we walk.
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